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Life Trustee Hadley Griffin dies;
leaves University lasting legacy

Thanksgiving feast
From left, Hyeji Choi, Miwa Fugii and Tomoko Arakawa join other students,
faculty and staff at the George Warren Brown School of Social Work Sunday,
Nov. 16, for a multi-cultural community Thanksgiving dinner and, for the international students, the opportunity to discover the ail-American roast turkey.

W.L. Hadley Griffin, a life trustee
of Washington University, died
of complications from cancer
Nov. 9, 1997, at his home in west St.
Louis County. He was 79.
A member of the Board of Trustees
since 1967, Griffin gave loyal and energetic leadership to the board for more
than 30 years. He was chairman from
1983 to 1988, having served as vice
chairman for six years previously. Griffin
was a key member of the Buildings and
Grounds, Executive and Nominating
committees. In 1979, he headed the
Commission on the Future of Washington University, which resulted in the
$630 million Alliance Campaign.
"Hadley Griffin was a remarkable
person," Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton
said. "The University is indebted to him
for his tremendous contributions as an
insightful leader, generous friend and
dedicated adviser. His legacy continues
in innumerable ways from the law school
student commons that bears his name to
the W.L. Hadley Griffin scholarship fund
to his dedication toward enabling the
University to reach world-class stature."
William H. Danforth, chairman of the
Board of Trustees, noted: "Hadley Griffin was both a gifted and an admirable
man. His career was filled with many
successes because of his abilities and,
most importantly, because others trusted
in his integrity, his wisdom and his
altruism. Washington University is a far
better institution because of his vision,
his leadership and his generosity. He was
also my friend, and I will miss him."

W.L. Hadley Griffin
A 1947 graduate of the School of
Law, Griffin served as executive vice
chair of the law school's $20 million
Building for a New Century campaign,
which helped fund the school's new
state-of-the-art facility, Anheuser-Busch
Hall. The campaign was completed 21
months ahead of schedule; the building
was dedicated Sept. 26. A member of the
school's National Council since 1988,
Griffin was one of the early leading
donors for the campaign. In recognition
of a generous donation to the school
from Griffin and his wife, Phoebe, the
student commons in Anheuser-Busch
Hall is named in his honor. The Griffins
Continued on page 8

$100 million Danforth pledge
will have 'transforming effect5
The Danforth Foundation has
pledged a gift of $ 100 million to
Washington University to endow
programs of importance to the University
and to the St. Louis community, according to an announcement made Friday,
Nov. 14, by University Chancellor Mark
S. Wrighton and Foundation Board
Chairman John C. Danforth.
Danforth said: "We at the Danforth
Foundation believe that it is vital for the
future of St. Louis to have a world-ranked
research and teaching university of the
absolute highest quality. We are pleased
with our past investments in the University and believe that our gift will be well
utilized by the University in its service to
St. Louis, our region and greater society."
Wrighton said: "The faculty, staff and
students of Washington University are
deeply grateful for the extraordinary
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Nerve cell death

Continued on page 8

All-around winner
Bears linebacker Brad Klein (31) brings down an Illinois Wesleyan running
back Sept. 27. Klein has been named Washington University's first National
Football Foundation Scholar-Athlete. See story on page 6.

Fraternity, food services combine forces against hunger
2

Study challenges established idea of
why nerve cells self-destruct when
the brain is injured or diseased

Through the looking glass... 3
Artist Sabina Ott explores interior
landscapes through painting and
installation art

Fairy tales and daily news.. 5
The acclaimed Bread and Puppet
Theater brings its eclectic mix of
performance and social commentary to Edison Theatre Dec. 1-6

support the Danforth Foundation Board
has committed to us and for the confidence in the University it represents. The
University's progress to date would not
have been possible without the
foundation's previous support. We pledge
that this generous new investment in the
University will be utilized in ways that
will make the foundation and the people
of St. Louis proud."
The $100 million gift is a five-year
pledge from the foundation, which is
headquartered in St. Louis. William H.
and Adda B. Danforth and their daughter
and son, Dorothy Danforth Compton and
Donald Danforth, established the foundation in 1927. John C. Danforth and
University Board of Trustees Chairman
William H. Danforth are Donald
Danforth's sons.

Leave it to a trio of marketing majors
to put a '90s twist on an old holiday
tradition.
The old chestnut — a Thanksgivingtimed canned-food drive to benefit the
hungry — has received a technological
turbo-boost thanks to the combined
efforts of Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE)
fraternity, Washington University Dining
Services and Operation Food Search Inc.
Instead of canvassing for the campus
community's scant supply of canned
goods, the brothers of SAE have instituted a plan that allows University
students to transfer "points" — prepaid
use-'em-or-lose-'em credits toward the

purchase of food on campus — to a
donation fund. In the Washington University dining system, one point is worth
one dollar. Points are purchased at the
start of the semester, and unused points
are non-redeemable. Also eligible for
donation are "flexes," which are pre-paid
weekly packages worth $4.85 per meal.
Roughly 3,000 University students take
part in one of the two meal plans.
Dubbed "Point Out Hunger," the fourday program will culminate when Washington University Dining Services,
through its main grocery supplier, Alliant
Foodservice Inc., will order from a "wish
list" compiled by Operation Food Search

Inc., a hunger-relief organization that
provides food to 90,000 people in the
St. Louis region each month.
Point Out Hunger takes place from
Wednesday, Nov. 19, through Saturday,
Nov. 22. The goal is to provide no less
than $5,000 worth of food.
Masterminding the idea were seniors
Continued on page 6

Best wishes for a healthy, happy
Thanksgiving holiday from the
Record staff! The Record will not
publish next Thursday, Nov. 27. Publication resumes Dec. 4.
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Medical Update
Neuroscientists find new
trigger for nerve cell death
A paper in a recent issue of Science
challenges a well-established idea
about why nerve cells self-destruct
when the brain or spinal cord is injured or
becomes diseased. It suggests that when
potassium jumps ship, neurons commit
suicide.
"If our hypothesis proves correct, it will
open up new possibilities for protecting
nerve cells in patients who suffer stroke,
head injury, spinal cord injury or neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer's
disease," said Dennis W. Choi, M.D.,
Ph.D., the Jones
Professor and head
of neurology. Choi,
who directs the
Center for the
Study of Nervous
System Injury, was
the senior investigator in the study.
The novel idea was
the brainchild of
lead author Shan
Dennis W. Choi
PingYu, M.D,
Ph.D., research assistant professor of
neurology.
In the hours or days after the brain is
injured, healthy cells surrounding the
damaged region also die, killing themselves through a genetically controlled
process called programmed cell death or
apoptosis. Scientists previously have
focused attention on changes in the amount
of calcium contained within cells undergoing apoptosis. But Yu's experiments suggest that a mass exodus of potassium may
be just as important as changes in calcium.
Potassium ions cross the cell membrane through tunnels called potassium
channels, which control the rate at which
they flow. If these channels play a key
role in apoptosis, it might be possible to
use drugs called potassium channel
blockers to stem potassium loss and
prevent nerve cells from dying. This
might restrict damage to the initially
injured area of the brain or spinal cord,
allowing patients to recover more fully.
Yu got his idea by considering how
apoptotic cells differ from those in the

throes of necrosis — sudden death at the
focus of an injury. Whereas necrotic
cells swell up and burst, apoptotic cells
shrink into oblivion. "A shrinking cell
must be losing ions and water," Yu said.
Potassium seemed like the obvious
ion to escape because there's so much of
it in the cell. Yu therefore measured
potassium movement through the membranes around cultured nerve cells after
various events that cause apoptosis.
Six hours after the neurons were
deprived of serum, the current flowing
out through one type of potassium channel had increased by 61 percent. By nine
hours, the amount of potassium inside
the cells had dropped by 13 percent. The
potassium currents in cells that were
dying by necrosis didn't change, however.
To determine whether potassium loss
triggers apoptosis or is simply a side
effect, Yu blocked potassium channels
with a compound called TEA
(tetraethylammonium). The potassium
channel blocker reduced the number of
cells that died after serum withdrawal,
suggesting that potassium loss is indeed
a trigger for apoptosis.
Reducing potassium loss by increasing the amount of potassium in the solution bathing the cells also prevented
apoptosis. This protective effect was seen
even in the presence of a substance that
prevents calcium from flowing into cells.
Moreover, the potassium changes
preceded apoptosis. "So potassium loss
appears to play a critical early role, telling
neurons to commit suicide," Yu said.
Yu and colleagues also have found
that TEA or elevated levels of extracellular potassium protect cultured neurons
from beta-amyloid peptide, a substance
that may kill brain cells in Alzheimer's
disease. Again, these effects occur even
in the presence of a calcium channel
blocker. "These data suggest that manipulating potassium channels also may
provide a new therapeutic strategy for
slowing neuronal degeneration in
Alzheimer's disease," Choi said.
— Linda Sage

Outstanding teachers
At the annual School of Medicine ceremony that honors exemplary teaching,
David N. Menton, Ph.D., speaks after receiving the Professor of the Year award
from the Class of 2000. Each year, first- and second-year medical school
classes select a Professor of the Year and a Lecturer of the Year and present
numerous Distinguished Teaching Awards. In addition to Menton, this year's
winners were Scot G. Hickman, M.D., the class of 1999's Professor of the Year;
Steven L. Carroll, M.D., Ph.D., the class of 1999's Lecturer of the Year; and
Jean P. Molleston, M.D., the class of 2000's Stanley Lang Lecturer of the Year.
There were 19 Distinguished Teaching Awards this year. The Nov. 12 ceremony
was held at the Eric P. Newman Education Center.

Oncology chair at Barnes-Jewish Hospital awarded to John DiPersio
John F. DiPersio, M.D., Ph.D., chief of
proving the success of bone marrow and
the Division of Bone Marrow Transstem cell transplants for the treatment of
plantation and Stem Cell Biology, has
cancer and disorders of the blood. He
been named the Lewis T. and Rosalind B.
helped pioneer stem
Apple Chair in Oncology at Barnescell transplants,
Jewish Hospital.
which involve
The appointment was announced by
collection of bone
Gustav Schonfeld, M.D., the Adolphus
marrow cells diBusch Professor and head of the Departrectly from the
ment of Medicine, and Peter L. Slavin,
blood. He also
M.D., president and senior executive officer
studies mouse
of Barnes-Jewish Hospital. DiPersio, the
models of leukemia
second Apple Chair, also has been proand heads the study
moted from associate to full professor in
group on bone
the departments of medicine, pathology and John F. DiPersio
marrow transplantapediatrics at the School of Medicine.
tion and leukemia.
Under his leadership, clinical and basic
Acting chief of the medical school's
research efforts in the bone marrow transDivision of Medical Oncology, DiPersio
plantation division have thrived, with more is a councilor for the International Society
than 200 transplants performed each year.
for Experimental Hematology and chairs
DiPersio's research efforts focus on imits nominating committee.

He came to Washington University in
1994 from the University of Rochester
(N.Y), where he was an assistant professor of medicine and director of the bone
marrow transplantation program at
Strong Memorial Hospital. In 1992, he
was recognized as teacher of the year.
The Apple Chair in Oncology originally was established at Jewish Hospital
in 1978 at the bequest of the Lewis T.
Apple Estate. A native of Fort Smith,
Ark., Lewis Apple came to St. Louis in
1915 and was owner of the Apple Hat
Co. until his retirement in 1939. He
wrote several novels, including a best
seller, and originated an annual St. Louis
humanities award in 1959, presented by
the St. Louis Globe-Democrat. Rosalind
Apple contributed generously to a fund
at Jewish Hospital that provided radio
and repair services for the blind.

Mackinnon to study immunosuppression in nerve transplantation
Susan E. Mackinnon, M.D., the
Shoenberg Professor and chief of the
Division of Plastic and Reconstructive
Surgery, has received a four-year $1.3
million grant from the National Institute
of Neurological Disorders and Stroke to
study the transplantation of donor nerves.
Mackinnon is considered an international authority on nerve regeneration and
transplantation and on the use of limited
immunosuppression in transplant patients.
In the past, accident victims with
extensive nerve damage to their arms or
legs had few alternatives to amputation. At
that time, researchers doubted a patient's
body would accept a donor nerve without a

lifetime of immunosuppressants. These
drugs prevent rejection by suppressing the
body's immune system, but they also
increase the risk of contracting potentially
life-threatening illnesses or of permanently
damaging the kidneys or liver. Since an
amputation of an arm or leg is not lifethreatening, the risks were too great to
justify nerve transplantation if lifelong
immunosuppression was required.
Mackinnon later proved in the laboratory that a nerve transplant can be successful with only a temporary course of
immunosuppressive medication.
As a result of her findings, she has
successfully transplanted donor nerves

into patients, allowing them not only to
avoid amputation but to regain the use of
their arms and legs.
Mackinnon's grant will enable her to
focus on decreasing immunosuppressive
side effects so that doctors will have the
capability to transplant nerves for more
common injuries.
"As of now, we are only able to perform
nerve transplants on the severest cases,"
she said. "I want to develop donor-specific
immunosuppressive drugs that won't stop
the patient from going about normal, dayto-day activities because of a weakened
immune system. That should allow us to
do widespread transplants."
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Washington People
Through the looking glass with Sabina Ott
A painting is a painting is a painting, of
For Ott,the image of the rose derives from a variety
on heavy mahogany panels, which she lays flat on sawcourse, except in the hands of Sabina Ott,
of sources. "It was a kind of literary critical mass," she
horses, the artist coats the wood with thick sheets of
associate professor of painting in the
recalled. "Dante, Blake, Yeats, 'The Romance of the
liquid wax, cultivating the slow pools and drips that
School of Art, in which case it might be a
Rose,' Umberto Eco's 'The Name of the Rose,' 'The
result. Using woodcutters' tools, she cuts patterns and
painting but might also be a video of
images back into the cooled wax, which will then serve
War of the Roses.'And of course, Gertrude Stein,
clouds or of tap dancers or perhaps a life-sized head
particularly 'How to Write,' 'Tenderbuttons' and 'The
to channel and frame successive layers of paint. As work
made from shavings of red wax.
World is Round' which contains the line 'A rose is a
progresses and the colors and shapes build to greater
Ott, who came to Washington University in 1996
rose is a rose.'"
depth, the painting becomes a topography of images.
from the Art Center College of Design, Pasadena,
Stein has served as Ott's muse for more than a
"The way I work is very active, very physical, like
Calif., is a widely exhibited painter whose works are
decade, and most of Ott's titles are quotations from her
wood carving," Ott explained. "I don't think most people
included in the permanent collections of the Metrowork. "Stein did something with words that I attempt
appreciate what hard work painting is. Painting is not
politan Museum of Art,
any fun. It's difficult
New York; the Los Angephysically and difficult
les County Museum of
mentally, and I think
Art; the Corcoran Gallery
students are always a bit
of Art, Washington, D.C.;
surprised when they
and others.
realize that. Over the
Earlier this month a
summer I worked on two
two-part exhibition of her
paintings every day for
work opened at the Forum
three months. One piece
for Contemporary Art,
was finished six different
3540 Washington Ave.
times, but each time I'd
"Everywhere There is
end up going back and
Somewhere" (the title
completely reworking it."
refers to a line from
Ott pointed out that
Gertrude Stein's only
her processes and conchildren's book, "The
cerns also are constantly
World is Round") includes
evolving. "I've seen my
a retrospective of paintwork change in a number
ings and prints and a new,
of ways since coming to
site-specific installation,
St. Louis," she said. "In
"Hours of Clouds."
the past, my work was
Curated by Elizabeth
more theory based but a
Wright Millard executive
lot of those issues have
director of the Forum, and
become internalized, like
artist Mel Watkin, the
a musician who no longer
exhibition remains on
needs to practice scales.
view through Jan. 3, 1998.
I've also begun to include
Though probably best
text in the paintings,
known for her paintings in
which I'd never done
encaustic, a thick mixture
before, and to title works
of raw pigment and melted
individually rather than in
wax, Ott said she enjoys
series — both of which I
experimenting with a
think have to do with
Artist Sabina Ott's installation "Everywhere There is Somewhere: Hours of Clouds" and a retrospective of
variety of media. "I find it her paintings are on view at the Forum for Contemporary Art through Jan. 3,1998.
coming to St. Louis and
kind of reassuring, actuthe literal emphasis in the
ally, because it's helped
Midwest."
me realize that I bring a certain consistency of process
in painting," Ott explained, "which is to preserve the
Ott noted that inspiration can come from unexpected
and meaning to making art," she said. "My work is
differences between things, to resist making things
sources. "I look at a lot of photography and video, as
about movement and flow, and that invariably comes
equivocal. There are differences in life constantly
well as painting and sculpture and performance art," she
through, whether Em using painting or video or sculpbutting up against us, affecting and being affected by
explained. "Every medium has its own distinct language,
ture."
us, and I think that closing down on those experiences,
but I think there is something very interesting about
Ott was born in Manhattan but moved to Los
deciding which type of or whose are better, is really
using the tropes of one discipline in the service of
Angeles at the age of 6. She received a bachelor of
damaging. Stein preserved those differences, juxtaposanother."
fine arts degree in 1979 from the San Francisco Art
ing phrases and syntax that seem to not quite fit
'Hours of Clouds'
Institute and two years later earned a master of fine
A case in point might be "Hours of Clouds," the second
arts there. In 1986, she began teaching at the Art
half of "Everywhere There is Somewhere," which Ott
Center College of Design and later that year won a
described as "an installation about painting." The piece is
New Talent Award from the Los Angeles County
made up of 15 brightly colored horizontal stripes painted
Museum of Art. In 1990, she received a National
directly on the gallery's four walls, earthy browns and
Endowment for the Arts Individual Artist Grant.
greens toward the top and blues at the bottom. The patPainting as contemplation
tern is broken only by a small abstract painting hanging
Of her student years, Ott said: "Everyone was doing
near the entrance. Scattered about the gallery floor are a
performance or installation or video — no one was
series of white, geometrically shaped panels that suggest
painting. But there was something in painting that I
both clouds and constructivist sculpture, their smooth
responded to, a particular language and vocabulary. I
surfaces interrupted by the letters "R" and "O," which
also responded to the nature of the process, which is
have been built up in white plaster, and the letters "S"
slow, contemplative, investigative." Ott smiled. "Paintand "E," which have been cut away. Also placed on the
ing," she added "allowed room for mistakes."
panels are a series of video monitors displaying footage
The observation seems to prefigure Ott's current
of clouds that the artist filmed over the last several years.
practice, which often resembles an exercise in con"The piece represents a kind of upside-down landtrolled chaos. Though she considers herself an abstract
scape, as if you're standing with your feet in the clouds,"
painter, since the late 1980s three consistent images
Ott explained. "But it's also a painted space. The walls
have emerged, each with its own subtle suggestion of
are painted the panels are painted the painting is
landscape. The grid, the map and perhaps most imporpainted. The only things not painted are the video monitantly, the versatile rose are variously enlisted as
tors with the cloud footage, but then clouds are a traditogether, creating sentences that seem topsy-turvy,
pattern, symbol and even autobiography. Earlier
tional subject of painting.
and I think that is very connected to the feminist
works, such as the "Mater Rosa" series from 1991,
"I still think of myself as a novice when it comes to
project of creating a female language. I think Stein
combine these elements in fairly straightforward, even
installation," she added. "I've been a painter for a long
embodied that project, re-forming language into her
programmatic ways, but over the last few years, Ott's
time and have gotten pretty good at it, but I've only been
own image while at the same time really loving it and
paintings have grown increasingly fragmented to the
creating installations since 1994. But 'Hours of Clouds'
cherishing it."
point where a work like "Act as if there is no use in a
takes from my painting in the same way that a still life
Ott said she is looking forward to Gass' reading of
center" (1997) seems almost to collapse into its own
might take from a bowl of fruit. Painting is my source
Stein's work, to take place at 7:30 p.m. Thursday,
complexity. If Ott's work can be said to be a kind of
material. I'm simply using the tropes of installation art
Dec. 4, at the Forum. "It will give me a chance to see
personal cartography, her recent paintings seem in
— video monitors, painted walls, stuff on the floor — to
whether I'm really doing in visual art what Stein was
search of uncharted territory, a point past the edge of
create a three-dimensional space that is as close to my
doing with writing, whether I'm doing it with the same
the map.
painting
as I can make it. Which, since I'm an abstract
care and love that she did."
In his essay for the exhibition catalogue, William
painter, can be pretty tough.
Given the contemporary thrust of Ott's training,
H. Gass, Ph.D., the David May Distinguished
"I get a lot of grief from curators for this sort of
imagery and interests, there is a certain irony in her
University Professor in Humanities and director of
thing,"
Ott said laughing. "I'm supposed to be a painter,
choice of encaustic, one of the most ancient and duthe International Writers Center in Arts and Sciences,
and here I am designing environments. But I wanted to
rable of painting mediums. Usually applied to rigid
compared Ott's methods to a semiological study of
find a way to let my paintings, hanging flat on the wall
supports like stone or wood (it was first used by the
symbols and signs but added: "Interior landscapes are
and reflecting my beliefs and perceptions like a mirror,
ancient Greeks to color marble sculpture), encaustic is
being recorded here. So squares are squinched colors
generate multiple experiences.
also a notoriously difficult medium to control because
run into one another like colliding cars, lines work
"After all," she said with a smile, "doesn't Alice get
the wax must be melted and applied while still hot.
themselves into a frenzy or suddenly get hold of themto
go
to the other side of the looking glass?"
Ott, however, has developed a unique process that
selves to dance a ribbony calligraphy."
—Liam Otten
makes a virtue of this traditional limitation. Working

"I don't think most
people appreciate what
hard work painting is.
Painting is not any fun. It's
difficult physically and
difficult mentally."

Calendar
sues." Alexander M. Simon, post-doctoral
fellow, neurobiology dept., Harvard Medical
School. Pharmacology Library: Philip
Needleman Library, Room 3907 South Bldg.
362-0269.
1 p.m. Cardiothoracic surgery seminar.
Fifth annual "Roper Day" Program — Seminar in General Thoracic Surgery. Features
Joel D. Cooper, the Evarts A. Graham Professor of Surgery and head, cardiothoracic
surgery; G. Alexander Patterson, the Joseph
"An Exhibit of Theatre Design." The work C. Bancroft Professor, cardiothoracic surgery; R. Sudhir Sundaresan, asst. prof.,
of Bruce A. Bergner, Bonnie J. Kruger and
cardiothoracic surgery; and Bryan Meyers,
Richard W. Kuykendall. Through Dec. 10.
A.E. Hotchner Studio Theatre lobby, Room chief resident, cardiothoracic surgery. East
Pavilion Aud., Barnes-Jewish Hospital Bldg.
208 Mallinckrodt Center. 935-5858.
362-6114.
"Powerful Grace Lies in Herbs and
1:10 p.m. School of Social Work Lecture
Plants: A Joint Exhibit on Herbal MediSeries. "Creating Social and Economic
cine." Sponsored by Missouri Botanical
Opportunities in Urban America." Maureen L.
Garden Library and Bernard Becker MediMcAvey, executive director, St. Louis Develcal Library. Through April 1998. Seventh
floor, Bernard Becker Medical Library, 660 opment Corp. Brown Hall Lounge. 935-7453.
S. Euclid. 362-4235.
3:30 p.m. Cardiothoracic surgery lecture.
Fifth annual Charles L. Roper Lecture in
Selections from the Washington UniverGeneral Thoracic Surgery. "The Evolution
sity art collections. "Leonard Baskin:
and Current Status of Multimodality Therapy
Prints," "The Age of Rembrandt" and
in the Management of Non-small Cell Lung
"Recent Trends in American Art." Through
Cancer." Robert J. Ginsberg, chief, Thoracic
Dec. 7. Gallery of Art, lower galleries.
Surgical Service, Memorial Sloan-Kettering
935-5490.
Cancer Center, N.Y., and the Cahil Professor
"The Dual Muse: The Writer as Artist,
of Surgery, Cornell University Medical
The Artist as Writer." Through Dec. 21.
College. East Pavilion Aud., Barnes-Jewish
Gallery of Art, upper gallery. 935-5490.
Hospital Bldg. 362-6114.
"The Seven Deadly Sins." Woodcuts by
Beat poet and author William S. Burroughs. 4 p.m. Earth and planetary sciences lecture.
Through Dec. 21. Gallery of Art. 935-5490. The Tolman Lecture on Precambrian Evolution. "Speculations on Midcontinent Protero"Una Selva Oscura." The work of Tom
zoic Evolution." W. Randall Van Schmus,
Phillips. Through Jan. 2, 1998. Special Collec- geology dept., U of Kansas-Lawrence. Room
tions, level five, Olin Library. 935-5495.
361 McDonnell Hall. 935-5610.
4:15 p.m. Philosophy colloquium, lecture
and discussion. "Vagueness, Ignorance and
Precisification." Jesse Prinz, asst. prof.,
philosophy/neuroscience/psychology program. Stix International House Living
Room. 935-6670.

Exhibitions

Friday, Nov. 21
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds.
"Tuberculosis Control in Africa: Challenges
and Successes in Implementing DOTS."
Christy Hanson, technical officer, World
Friday, Nov. 21
7 and 9:30 p.m. Filmboard Feature Series. Health Organization, National Programme
"Austin Powers." (Also Nov. 22, same times, Support, Global Tuberculosis Programme.
and Nov. 23, 7 p.m.) Cost: $3 first visit, $2 Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's Place.
454-6006.
subsequent visits. Room 100 Brown Hall.
Noon. Cell biology and physiology seminar.
935-5983.
"Mechanisms of DNA Motor Proteins." TimoMidnight. Filmboard Midnight Series.
thy M. Lohman, prof, of biochemistry and
"Swingers." (Also Nov. 22, same time, and
molecular biophysics. Room 426 McDonnell
Nov. 23, 9:30 p.m.) Cost: $3 first visit, $2
Medical Sciences Bldg. 362-6950.
subsequent visits. Room 100 Brown Hall.
4 p.m. Department of Music Fall Lecture
935-5983.
Series. "On Musical Dialogue, Analysis and
Tuesday, Dec. 2
Elliott Carter's String Quartet No. 2." Dora
Hanninen, visiting asst. prof, of music. Room
7 and 9 p.m. Filmboard Foreign/Classic
102 Music Classroom Bldg. 935-4841.
Series. "The Man Who Came to Dinner"
(1941). (Also Dec. 3, same times.) Cost: $3 7:30 p.m. St. Louis Astronomical Society
first visit, $2 subsequent visits. Room 100
lecture. "What are we Made of: The StanBrown Hall. 935-5983.
dard Model of Particle Physics." Carl M.
Bender, prof, of physics. Room 162
Wednesday, Dec. 3
McDonnell Hall. 935-4614.
6 p.m. Japanese Film Series. "Urotsukidoji
Saturday, Nov. 22
Final Inferno" (1989; English subtitles).
Room 219 S. Ridgley Hall. 935-5156.
10 a.m. Photography slide lecture. Stan J.
8 p.m. Jewish Theater Group film. "Blaz- Strembicki, prof, of art and head of the photography program, talks about his narrative photoing Saddles." Hillel Center, 6300 Forsyth.
graphs. Room 104 Bixby Hall. 935-4643.
935-2655.

Films

Speaker is Tom Johans, Western Anesthesiology Associates, St. Louis. Wohl Hospital
Bldg. Aud., 4960 Children's Place. 362-6978.

Monday, Dec. 1
Noon. Molecular biology and pharmacology seminar. "Control of Distal Limb
Development by the Spineless Gene of
Drosophila." Ian W. Duncan, assoc. prof,
of biology and of genetics. Pharmacology
Library: Philip Needleman Library, Room
3907 South Bldg. 362-2725.
4 p.m. Immunology Research Seminar
Series. "Crossing the Threshold, Costimulation and T cell Activation." Jonathan M.
Green, asst. prof, of medicine and of pathology. Eric P. Newman Education Center.
362-2763.
7 p.m. Performing arts lecture. "Fiddle
Lecture." Peter Schumann, founder, Bread and
Puppet Theater. Edison Theatre. 935-6518.
8 p.m. School of Architecture Monday Night
Lecture Series. "On Reproduction." Bruce
Mau, graphic designer, Bruce Mau Design Inc.,
Toronto. Steinberg Aud. 935-6200.

Performances
Friday, Nov. 21

Wednesday, Dec. 3

Saturday, Nov. 22

6:30 a.m. Anesthesiology Grand Rounds.
Speaker is James M. Shear, asst. prof.,
anesthesiology. Wohl Hospital Bldg. Aud.,
4960 Children's Place. 362-6978.
8 a.m. Obstetrics and Gynecology Grand
Rounds. 'Why Aspirin?" Yoel Sadovsky, asst.
prof, obstetrics and gynecology. Clopton
Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave. 362-7139.
4 p.m. Biochemistry and molecular biophysics seminar. "Focal Adhesion Kinase (FAK)
Signaling and Function." Steven K Hanks,
assoc. prof., cell biology dept, Vanderbilt U.
Medical Center, Nashville, Term. Cori Aud,
4565 McKinley Ave. 362-0261.

7 p.m. Art performance. "Dances of
Death (Based on the Woodcuts of Hans
Holbein the Younger)." T David Norton,
St. Louis painter and book artist, and
Ensemble Archetype perform music,
readings, dance and graphic projections.
Cost: $5. Bixby Gallery. 935-4643.

Saturday, Dec. 6
8 p.m. OVATIONS! Series performance.
Bread and Puppet Theater, an alternative
theater group, presents a performance-inprogress of "Delivery." Edison Theatre.
Cost: $18. 935-6543.

Thursday, Dec. 4
4 p.m. Chemistry seminar. "Natural
Products and Their Macromolecular
Targets." Jon Clardy, prof, of chemistry,
Cornell U. Room 311 McMillen Lab.
935-6530.
8 p.m. Writing Program Reading Series.
Margot Livesey, writer in residence, will
give a craft lecture on writing fiction.
Hurst Lounge, Duncker Hall. 935-7130.

Friday, Dec. 5
Noon. Cell biology and physiology seminar. "Designer Particles for Particle Bombardment Gene Transformation Studies."
Rodney S. Ruoff, assoc. prof., physics.
Room 426 McDonnell Medical Sciences
Bldg. 362-6950.
4 p.m. Department of Music Fall Lecture Series. "Diaspora Albanian Musics
and the Imagining of Modernity." Jane
Sugarman, asst. prof, of ethnomusicology,
State U. of N.Y.-Stony Brook. Room 102
Music Classroom Bldg. 935-4841.
6 and 8:30 p.m. WU Association Travel
Lecture Series. "Europe's Wild Gem —
Iceland" by John Wilson. Cost: $4.50.
Graham Chapel. 935-5212.

7 and 9:30 p.m. Filmboard Feature
Series. "Women on the Verge of a Nervous
Breakdown" (1988). (Also Dec. 6, same
times, and Dec. 7, 7 p.m.) Cost: $3 first
visit, $2 subsequent visits. Room 100
Brown Hall. 935-5983.
Midnight. Filmboard Midnight Series.
"PCU" (1994). (Also, Dec. 6, same time,
and Dec. 7, 9:30 p.m.) Cost: $3 first visit,
$2 subsequent visits. Room 100 Brown
Hall. 935-5983.

Noon. Molecular biology and pharmacology seminar. "Actin Cytoskeletal Functions
in Drosophila Development." Kathryn G
Miller, assoc. prof, of biology. Pharmacology
Library: Philip Needleman Library, Room
3907 South Bldg. 362-2725.
4 p.m. Department of Biology Seminar
Series. Biology as an Interdisciplinary
Science: Frontiers for the 21st Century.
"cw-Regulatory Hardwiring in Sea Urchin
Embryos and in Development in General."
Eric Davidson, the Norman Chandler
Professor of Cell Biology, biology division,
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena.
Room 100 Brown Hall. 935-6836.

Thursday, Nov. 20

Tuesday, Nov. 25

8:30 p.m. Student recital. Graham
Chapel. 935-4841.

Noon. Molecular biology and pharmacology special seminar. "Gap Junctionmediated Signaling in Cardiovascular Tis-

Elizabeth Macdonald, dir. of strings;
Annette Burkhart, soloist. St. Louis Symphony Music School, 560 Trinity Ave.
935-4841.
8 p.m. "Word and Music: The Poetry of
Sharon Olds and the Music of Carl
Smith." Christine Armistead, soprano;
Jeffrey Collins, saxophone; Henry Palkes,
piano. Graham Chapel. 935-4841.

Noon. Molecular microbiology/microbial
pathogenesis seminar. "The Type III
(Hrp) Secretion Pathway of Plant Pathogenic Bacteria: Trafficking Harpins, Avr
Proteins and Death." Alan Collmer, prof.,
plant pathology dept., Cornell U Cori
Aud., 4565 McKinley. 935-7284.

Tuesday, Dec. 2

Monday, Nov. 24

Thursday, Nov. 20

Nov. 20-Dec. 6

8 p.m. Performing arts dept. performance. "La Ronde," a play by Arthur
Schnitzler. Directed by William Whitaker,
artist in residence in performing arts.
(Also Nov. 22, same time, and Nov. 23, 2
p.m.) Roundtable discussion on "La
Ronde: A Success With or Without Scandal" follows the Nov. 21 performance.
Cost: $10; $7 for senior citizens, faculty,
staff and students. Edison Theatre.
935-6543.

Friday, Dec. 5

Lectures

Visit Washington University's on-line calendar at
http://cf6000.wustl.edu/calendar/events/vl.!

Miscellany
Registration open for the AIDS Clinical
Trials Unit and MATEC-EM symposium. "NIH Principles and Guidelines for
the Use of Antiretroviral Agents in HIVinfected Individuals" (Nov. 21). Eric P.
Newman Education Center. For times,
costs and to register, call 362-2418.
Registration open for the following
Office of Continuing Medical Education
seminar. "Contemporary Evaluation and
Management of Valvular Heart Disease"
(Dec. 6). Eric P. Newman Education
Center. For times, costs and to register,
call 362-6891.

Thursday, Nov. 20
8 p.m. Writing Program Reading Series.
Ellen Bryant Voigt, award-winning poet,
will read from her works. Hurst Lounge,
Duncker Hall. 935-7130.

Friday, Nov. 21

Music

Noon. Molecular microbiology/microbial
pathogenesis seminar. "Enteric Pathogen
Friday, Nov. 21
Exploitation of Host Cell Processes: Mecha- 8:30 p.m. Student recital. Music of Dowland,
nisms of Virulence." B. Brett Finlay, prof.,
J.S. Bach, Tarrega and Albeniz. Tom
Biotechnology Lab. and biochemistry and
Lattanand, guitar. Graham Chapel. 935-4841.
microbiology depts., U. of B.C., Vancouver.
Cori Aud., 4565 McKinley 362-7751.
Sunday, Nov. 23
3
p.m. Washington U. Symphony
Wednesday, Nov. 26
Orchestra concert. Music of Sibelius,
6:30 a.m. Anesthesiology Grand Rounds.
Dvorak and Franck. Dan Presgrave, dir.;

5:45 p.m. Hillel Center event. Reform
services and dinner. Cost: $8. Pre-paid
reservations required by noon Thursday,
Nov. 20. Wydown Multipurpose Room.
935-2947 or 935-1933.
6 p.m. Catholic Student Center event.
Twilight retreat. "Sexuality, Intimacy and
Relationships." Lynn M. Levo. Catholic
Student Center, 6352 Forsyth. 725-3358.

Monday, Dec. 1
8 p.m. Writing Program Reading Series.
First-year MFA program poetry and fiction
students read from their works. (Also
Dec. 2, same time.) Hurst Lounge,
Duncker Hall. 935-7130.

Saturday, Dec. 6
9 a.m. Book arts workshop. "Envelop It."
Make one-of-a-kind envelopes. Instructor:
Charlotte Johnson. Cost: $35, plus $5 supply
fee. Room 104 Bixby Hall. 935-4643.
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Performance mixes
music and poetry
Nationally known poet Sharon Olds,
professor of literature at New York
University, and composer Carl Smith,
instructor of organ in the Department of
Music in Arts and Sciences, will combine
forces for a unique evening of music and
spoken word at 8 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 23.
"Word and Music: The Poetry of
Sharon Olds and the Music of Carl Smith"
takes place in Graham Chapel, sponsored
by the music department. It is free and
open to the public.
Olds will read from her works and
Smith will premiere a new song cycle,
"Songs of the
Son," which is set
to six of Olds'
poems. "Songs of
the Son" will
feature soprano
Christine
Armistead, instructor of voice, and
saxophonist Jeffrey
Collins, who
teaches at Webster
Sharon Olds
University. Henry
Palkes is pianist for the work.
Sharon Olds is the author of five volumes of poetry. Born in San Francisco in
1942, she graduated from Stanford and
Columbia universities.
She won a National Book Critics Circle
Award for her 1984 poetry collection, "The
Dead and the Living." Another collection,
"The Gold Cell" (1987), is dedicated to her
friend Ursula W Goodenough, Ph.D.,
professor of biology in Arts and Sciences
and associate professor of anatomy and
neurobiology in the School of Medicine.
As a composer of vocal music, Smith's
commissions have included works for the
Episcopal Church of St. Michael and St.
George, which were sung at St. Paul's
Cathedral and Westminster Abbey in
London.
For more information, call 935-4841.

Bread and Puppet Theater comes to Washington University for a week-long residency Dec. 1-6 and a performance Dec. 6
as part of Edison Theatre's 25th annual OVATIONS! Series.

Bread and Puppet Theater at Edison Dec. 1-6
Bread and Puppet Theater, one of
the country's oldest and most
successful alternative theater
groups, will help celebrate Edison
Theatre's 25th annual OVATIONS!
series with a week-long residency
Dec. 1-6.
Working with five participants from
the local community and five Washington University students, the group will
conclude the week with a performancein-progress of a new repertory piece

Compiled by Mike Wolf, asst. athletic directorfor media relations, and Kevin Bergquist,
asst. director, sports information. For the most up-to-date news about Washington
University's athletics program, access the Bears'Web site at www.sports-u.com.

Gridders get shutout
The football Bears notched their second
shutout of the season with a 21-0 victory
Saturday, Nov. 15, over Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology.
Current Record: 6-4 (3-1 UAA)

Men's soccer still alive
The men's soccer team upended 10thranked Trinity University (Texas) 4-3 in
double overtime in the second round of the
NCAA Central Region championships.
Current Record: 14-5 (4-3 UAA)

Basketball season opens
The men's basketball squad opens the
1997-98 season this week.
This Week: 6 p.m. EST Friday, Nov. 21,
vs. Illinois Wesleyan University at
DePauw Tip-Off Tournament,
Greencastle, Ind.; 2 or 4 p.m. EST Saturday, Nov. 22, vs. DePauw or Centre College at DePauw Tip-Off Tournament.

Women's soccer advances
The women's soccer team defeated
Macalester College (Minn.) Friday, sending the Bears to their first-ever appearance
in the NCAA tournament Final Four.
Current Record: 17-3-1 (4-2-1 UAA)
This Week: 11 a.m. EST Saturday, Nov.
22, vs. University of California at San
Diego at NCAA Division III Championship semifinals, Elizabethtown, Pa.

Volleyball heads east
The volleyball Bears advanced to their
11th quarterfinal appearance Saturday
with a 3-0 victory over Emory University
(Ga.) in the finale of the South Regional.

Current Record: 34-6 (12-0 UAA)
This Week: 7 p.m. EST Saturday, Nov.
22, at Wellesley College in quarterfinal
match of NCAA Division III Championship, Wellesley, Mass.

Runners win NCAA bid
The men's cross country team finished
fifth Saturday at the NCAA Division III
Midwest Regional Championship,
earning the school's first-ever team bid
to the NCAA Cross Country Championships. Junior Emily Richard qualified
for the national meet as an individual.
This Week: 11 a.m. EST Saturday, Nov.
22, men's team and Emily Richard at
NCAA Division III Cross Country
Championships, Boston, Mass.

Swimmers, divers win
The swimming and diving teams were
victorious Nov. 15 over Millikin University and the University of Chicago.
The men (4-2) won 10 of 14 events,
while the women's squad, undefeated
on the season (5-0), won 11 events.
Current Record: Women 5-0; Men 4-2
This Week: 10 a.m. Saturday, Nov. 22,
at Illinois Wesleyan University Invitational, Bloomington, 111.

Women's b-ball opens
The women's basketball team opens its
1997-98 season Friday.
This Week: 6 p.m. Friday, Nov. 21, vs.
DePauw University (Ind.) at Illinois
Wesleyan University Tip-Off Tournament, Bloomington, 111.; 1 or 3 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 22, in consolation or
championship game.

titled "Delivery" at 8 p.m. Dec. 6 in
Theater relocated to their current faciliEdison Theatre.
ties on an old farm in Glover, Vt. A 100Bread and Puppet Theater was
year-old hay barn was transformed into a
founded in 1962 by Peter Schumann, a
non-profit museum housing hundreds of
German-born sculptor. Inspired by
puppets of all sizes and other parts of the
ancient folk traditions as well as classical
farm are used for such things as stageartists like Goya, Massacio and
and puppet-building, workshops, printing,
Michelangelo, Bread
sewing and rehearsand Puppet Theater
als. The company's
quickly began to
tradition of social
illustrate everything
engagement lives on
Bread and Puppet Theater founder
from children's fairy
today
in the form of
Peter Schumann will deliver one
tales to the daily
public productions
of his famed "Fiddle Lectures" at
news. As the pupheld on a variety of
7 p.m. Dec. 1 in Edison Theatre. A
pets grew bigger,
social, political and
mixture of performance, polemic,
often approaching
environmental
philosophy and politics, the semi— and even exceed- improvised "Fiddle Lectures" tackle
themes, and in the
ing — human scale,
annual "Our Domeseverything from the state of contemthe theater pieces
tic Resurrection
porary puppetry to the contemporary
began to grow more
Circus," a two-day
state of the world. The lecture is free
complex, incorposummer festival.
and open to the public. For more
rating elements of
Bread and Puppet
information, call 935-6518.
sculpture, music and
Theater tours extendance.
sively and has
By the mid-1960s, the company had
appeared in North Africa, Venezuela,
become involved with a variety of conAustralia, Italy, France, Poland, Yugoslatemporary social issues and had begun
via and elsewhere.
to stage ambitious public events like rent
Tickets are $18 for the general public.
strikes, voter registration parades and,
Call for discounts. Tickets are available at
during the Vietnam War, block-long
the Edison Theatre Box Office, 935street demonstrations.
6543, or through MetroTix, 534-1111.
In the early 1970s, Bread and Puppet
For more information, call 935-6543.

'Fiddle Lecture' Dec. 1

Anheuser-Busch issues challenge
to round-the-world balloonists
Anheuser-Busch Cos. Inc. has
announced the first-ever
Budweiser Cup, an aviation challenge that will pay $1 million to the first
aeronautical team successfully to circumnavigate the globe non-stop in a balloon.
The $1 million challenge began Nov. 13
and continues through Dec. 31, 1999. The
announcement was made Nov. 13 at a
press conference at Anheuser-Busch
headquarters in St. Louis.
The first team to complete the roundthe-world journey will receive $500,000
and the remaining $500,000 will be
donated to the charity or non-profit
organization(s) of the winning team's
choice. The winning team also will
receive a specially designed crystal
trophy, the Budwesier Cup, commemorating the aviation feat.
Steve Fossett, a Chicago-based businessman and adventurer, attended the
news conference, as did Raymond E.
Arvidson, Ph.D., professor and chair of
earth and planetary sciences in Arts and
Sciences. Fossett is one of at least five
teams or individuals who will attempt a
global balloon flight this winter.
In late September, Fossett, a University
alumnus and Board of Trustees member,

announced he would make a second
attempt to circumnavigate the world in
a balloon sometime between midDecember of this year and the end of
January 1998.
A low fuel supply and other problems
ended Fossett's earlier global attempt
Jan. 20, 1997. Nonetheless, he set two
absolute world records for ballooning —
distance and duration.
Mission control for the Fossett flight
will be in Brookings Hall. Arvidson is
serving as science coordinator for mission control and for a small science
payload that Fossett will be carrying
aboard his balloon, Solo Spirit.
Fossett announced that, should he win
the Budweiser Cup, he will donate his
charity share to science research at
Washington University.
"Steve Fossett's endeavor is a big
challenge that involves numerous faculty, students and staff at Washington
University," Arvidson said. "The mission
is exciting, educational and scientifically
significant. We appreciate Steve's kindness to Washington University in
announcing he will donate his charity
portion to us, should he become the first
to circumnavigate Earth."
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Klein receives
second honor,
wins scholarship

Spreading the word
Washington University freshman Bangaly Kaba (center) discusses college life with a prospective student and Michele
Holton (right), University alumna and admissions counselor, during an event Nov. 8-9 in Howard County, Md. During the
event, about 40 African-American high school seniors from the area were interviewed by 14 members of the University's
Black Alumni Council. University Trustee Louis G. Hurt Jr. and his wife, Nellie, both alumni of the University; James E.
McLeod, vice chancellor for students and dean of the College of Arts and Sciences; and Karen Eubanks of the Office of
Undergraduate Admissions organized the event. In addition to Kaba, other University students who attended the event
are freshmen Tiffanie Baker, Terri Baker and N'Jai-An Patters; sophomore Lanae Williams; and senior Robin Terry.

Fraternity brothers 'point out hunger'
Dan Leraris, a marketing major and SAE's
marketing and promotions chair; Craig
Lottner, an international business and
marketing double-major and SAE's special events coordinator; and Lome Tritt, a
psychology major and a business minor
and the fraternity's president.
"We feel like it's very innovative, but
more than that, it's a very efficient way
for people to donate to the hungry,"
Lottner said. "It eliminates all the traditional hassles of a food drive. Just give us
your points and we take care of the rest.
We order directly from Washington University Dining Service's suppliers. We'll
be ordering exactly what the charity
wants. Washington University Dining
Services will deliver directly to our charity. It's such an easy way of doing this.
"There's definitely a pool of excess
points that don't get used," Lottner said.
"That's what we're trying to tap into."
Sunny Schaefer, who serves as executive director for Operation Food Search
Inc., offered glowing praise.
"It's an ingenious plan," said Schaefer,
whose organization serves as a broker for
a network of more than 200 community
agencies. "This is one of the most interesting and innovative ideas I've seen.
"This is a nice opportunity for us — an
opportunity that we haven't had in the
past," Schaefer stressed. "We can buy the
food that is not frequently donated, but
that is in high demand."
She targeted proteins, like canned tuna,

chili, stews and canned spaghetti and
meatballs, as needed items for more than
250,000 people in the greater St. Louis
region. Of those that are hungry, nearly
half are children.
Serving as the campus middleman is
Bill McGeorge, Washington University
Dining Services operations director for
the Hilltop Campus. "SAE came to us
with an incredible plan put together," he
said. "It was obvious from the first day
they knew what they wanted to accomplish. We're thrilled to work with them.
They've been responsive and helpful. We
share their hope that this becomes an
annual event."
McGeorge calls the $5,000 food donations goal "ambitious, but obtainable."
Point Out Hunger is actually just one
of four programmatic spokes on SAE's
philanthropic wheel. Also part of this
effort are "Hold Out For Hunger," a daylong fast; "Flex Out Hunger," including a
mock "Mr. and Ms. Wash U" contest; and
an educational program that includes a
book of research and information on the
current hunger situation in the St. Louis
area and the nation.
The "Hold Out For Hunger" fast is a
12-hour event Wednesday, Nov. 19, in
which all the SAE brothers will participate. Each member has sought sponsors
for cash pledges on a per-hour basis.
"The first purpose of this is to give us a
chance to educate the rest of the students
on campus about hunger," Lottner said.

Campus Watch
The following incidents were reported to the University Police Department from Nov. 10-16. Readers with information that could assist the investigation of these incidents are urged to call 935-5555. This release is provided as a
public service to promote safety awareness on campus. Campus Watch now is available on the University Police
Web site: http://rescomp.wustl.edu/~wupd.

Nov. 10
4:25 p.m. —A student reported the theft of a
Macintosh Powerbook laptop computer
valued at $2,500 from an unlocked room in
Millbrook Apartments.

Nov. 12
4:20 p.m. A student reported the theft of a
Toshiba laptop computer valued at $2,800
from an unlocked room in Millbrook Apartments.
6:27 p.m. — A student reported the theft of a
Macintosh laptop computer valued at $1,500
from an unlocked room at Millbrook Apartments.

Nov. 14
2:03 a.m. — Maintenance personnel reported
smoke in Brown Hall. The Clayton Fire
Department responded and extinguished a
fire in a storage area, believed to have been
caused by a faulty electric fan. Smoke and

water damage were limited to the storage
area and two adjoining offices.
University Police also responded to four
additional reports of theft, one report of
bicycle theft, one report of vandalism and
one report of theft later determined to be
unfounded.
Crime Alert: University Police issued a
crime alert Nov. 14 following the theft of
three laptop computers from Millbrook
Apartments. Police urge all students to lock
rooms when leaving; to use security devices
for electronic equipment; and to mark all
electronic equipment and other expensive
personal items with their names or identification numbers. Students should document
all model and serial numbers of electronic
equipment, and police recommend sending
one copy of this information home for
safekeeping. Anyone with any information
that might help in this investigation is asked
to call University Police at 935-5555.

- from page 1

"Someone will ask, 'Lome, why are you
fasting?' He'll be able to tell them, '225,000
people in St. Louis are on food stamps and
45 percent of those are children.'
"Secondly, it's acting as our main
'cash' fund raiser. Points aren't really a
liquid asset. This will provide an opportunity for others who wish to help."
The "Flex Out Hunger" event, to be
held at 4 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 20, ties into
a weekly University-sponsored "happy
hour" at the Gargoyle in Mallinckrodt
Center. Members of all the Greek organizations on campus will compete in three
short, fun events to crown a mock Greek
God and Goddess.
Lottner, again, said that the event will
raise awareness of hunger. Also conspicuous, right next to the free pizza table, will
be a table to donate points.
Covering all their promotional bases,
Lottner and his SAE brothers will be
manning tables set up at peak times
throughout the week at all campus dining
areas. The organization also devised and
designed informative food-tray liners,
banners and T-shirts.
"Everyone's been real excited," Lottner
concluded. "WU Dining Services has been
just fantastic. Now we just need to keep
them busy counting all those points."
For more information on Point Out
Hunger, call Lottner at 862-1308.
— David Moessner

Senior Brad Klein, chemical engineering major and star linebacker
on the Washington University football team, has become the University's
first National Football Foundation
Scholar-Athlete. The award includes an
$ 18,000 scholarship for graduate study
and follows a Burger King Scholar-Athlete
prize — a $10,000 donation to the
University's general scholarship fund —
awarded to Klein earlier this season.
The foundation will honor Klein and
17 other college football recipients at its
40th Awards Dinner Dec. 9 at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York City.
The top scholar-athlete will receive the
prestigious Draddy Award, which will be
announced at the dinner. The Draddy
Scholarship includes $25,000 in scholarship money for the recipient and a $ 100,000
contribution in the scholar-athlete's name
from Burger King to the general scholarship fund at the winner's school.
Klein has a 3.73 cumulative grade
point average (GPA) as a chemical engineering major in the School of Engineering and Applied Science. He is a recipient
of a University Langsdorf Engineering
Scholarship, a full-tuition academic prize,
and a member of Tau Beta Pi engineering
honorary. Klein is also an active member
of the Theta Xi fraternity philanthropy
committee, helping raise funds for
multiple sclerosis.
On the football field Klein was named a
first-team all-University Athletic Association (UAA) linebacker in 1996. This season, he led the Bears with 90 tackles, 10
and a half pass sacks, five pass deflections,
two fumble recoveries, three forced
fumbles and one blocked kick. Klein netted
a school-record five sacks in Saturday's
21-0 victory over Rose-Hulma|^^tfitute of
Technology.
fl
Klein also competes in tS Hd field
during the spring and has ear^ra six allUAA citations as a triple jumper, hurdler
and javelin thrower. During his career
here, he has been a member of three UAA
championship football teams and three
UAA championship track and field (indoor and outdoor) squads.
To qualify for the foundation award,
the scholar-athlete must be in his final
year of eligibility. His GPA must be at
least 3.0 (on a 4.0 scale), and he must
show superior academic application and
performance, outstanding football ability
as a first-team player and exceptional
leadership and citizenship. This year's 18
winners have an average GPA of 3.7.
"This is a tremendous honor for Brad
and Washington University," said head
football coach Larry Kindbom. "The
Foundation could not have picked a more
deserving student-athlete."
—Mike Wolf

University Police launch homepage
Before Paul B. Anderson took a course
in creating World Wide Web pages,
he had no idea how to construct Web
sites. Less than two months later, the
Washington University Police dispatch
supervisor launched his department's
homepage.
The new site can be found at http://
rescomp.wustl.edu/~wupd. It is filled
with useful information from the University Police and Transportation Services,
including safety tips in emergencies,
advice on to how to handle an assault or
harassment, University policies, crime
statistics, phone numbers for support
services and the University shuttle
schedule. It also contains links to several
other Web sites on the University's
server.
Anderson came up with the idea of
creating a police homepage after surfing
the Web sites of other colleges and universities. "I was noticing more of them
had them, and we didn't want to fall
behind," he said.
Despite the national trend, Washington University is one of the few higher
education institutions in the local area
with a homepage dedicated to campus
police.
There's more to the homepage, however, than keeping pace. University

Police Director William F Taylor said the
additional means of communication
promotes safety awareness and has the
potential to prevent and help solve
crimes. Tapping into the Internet was a
natural medium for spreading the word,
Taylor said, because of its increased
popularity among college students.
"What better way for us to make sure
that we are available to students?" Taylor
observed. "It's available 24 hours a day.
It's interactive. We are trying to make it
easier for them to be in touch with us and
for us to be in touch with them."
The site also takes communication a
step further. "It's available not only to
students, it's available to anybody that's
interested in our University," Anderson
said. "It's instant information for parents
and potential students."
Already there are plans to expand
the site. Additions under consideration
include adding an online bicycle registration and possibly an online parking
permit application, as well as providing a
way to email the department's officers
directly and a place to leave anonymous
crime tips.
"We want it to be another resource,"
Anderson said. "We're going to use it to
its capacity."
— Martha Everett
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For The Record
For The Record contains news about a wide
variety of faculty, staff and student scholarly and professional activities.

Of note
David I. Gottlieb, Ph.D., professor
of anatomy and neurobiology and
associate professor of biochemistry
and molecular biophysics, has received
a three-year $476,944 grant from the
National Institutes of Health for a
project titled "ES Cell-derived
Lineages: A New Enabling Technology." ...
Dwight C. Look, M.D., assistant
professor of medicine, has received a
five-year $542,193 grant from the
National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute for a project titled "Modification of
ICAM-1 Empression in Lung
Epithelium." ...
Clifford Will, Ph.D., professor and
chair of the Department of Physics in
Arts and Sciences, formally received
the Distinguished Alumni Award in the
Sciences for 1996 from McMaster
University in Hamilton, Ontario,
Canada, during its fall convocation
Nov. 7. The presentation was made
this year because Will was on sabbati-
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cal in France and Israel last year.
Will received a bachelor's degree in
applied mathematics and theoretical
physics from McMaster in 1968.
He also gave the Payton Rhodes
Lecture at Rhodes College in Memphis Sept. 16 and the Montgomery
Lecture at the University of Nebraska
Sept. 25. "Was Einstein Right?" was
the title of both talks.

Oil assignment
Gruia-Catalin Roman, Ph.D., professor and chair of the Department of
Computer Science, and Carlo Ghezzi,
professor at the Politecnico di Milano,
organized an international workshop
on mobility and network aware computing in conjunction with the sixth
European Software Engineering Conference. The workshop was held in
September in Zurich, Switzerland. ...
Samantha Rainwater, the
University's purchasing agent, recently
was elected to a four-year term as
treasurer of the Missouri-IowaNebraska-Kansas regional group of the
National Association of Educational
Buyers at the group's annual meeting
held in Overland Park, Kan.

Harriett Steuernagel, librarian emeritus
Harriett L. Steuernagel, librarian
emeritus of the former Washington
University School of Dental Medicine and
associate professor emeritus in library
science, died of
complications
following a stroke
Nov. 11, 1997, in
Barnes-Jewish
Hospital. She
was 90.
Steuernagel
was head librarian
of the dental
school from 1946
to 1981. After her
Harriett Steuernagel
retirement, she
served as a consultant in dental education
and coordinated the steering committee of
the dental school's accreditation report.
She developed and directed the dental
school's career counseling program from
1983 to 1986 as a full-time volunteer. For
the past 11 years, Steuernagel volunteered
in the Technical Services and Archives and
Rare Books sections of Bernard Becker
Medical Library.

In 1988, the dental school's library
was renamed the Harriett L. Steuernagel
Library. She received many other honors, including election to the Gamma
Chapter of the honorary dental society
Omicron Kappa Upsilon and awards
and recognition from the Washington
University Alumni Association, the
Greater St. Louis Special Libraries
Association and the International
College of Dentists.
A native of Jackson, Miss.,
Steuernagel received a bachelor's degree
in English from Washington University
in 1932. She obtained a library science
degree in 1937 from the University of
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.
In her early years, Steuernagel
pursued a career in ballet and danced
at the St. Louis Muny Opera. She also
was one of the original Rockettes, who
were St. Louis-based before moving to
New York.
Memorial contributions may be
made to Bernard Becker Medical
Library, 660 S. Euclid Ave., St. Louis,
MO, 63110.

School of Medicine recognizes employees for years of service
The School of Medicine recognizes the
following employees for their years of
service and dedication. These employees
have reached or will reach milestones in
their careers this year.

40 Years of Service
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Marthelia J. Ellison

pathology

35 Years of Service
Shirley Jean Boatman

Jacquelyn Flo Farrell
Doris A. Haley
Alberta Thomas

Washington University
Shared Billing and
Collection Services
/iAII inn/"ir«\
(WUSBCS)
psychiatry
psychiatry
medicine

30 Years of Service
Margaret S. Cummings
Rosetta Furdge
Doris Jeanne Gibbons
Joanne Markham
Rosielee Neal
John L. Schultz
Shirlene Taylor
Ozell Thomas Jr.
Mary Ann Tueth

library
facilities management
medicine
Institute for Biomedical
Computing (IBC)
pathology
admissions/record
neurology
facilities management
Adult Clinical Research
Center (ACRC)

25 Years of Service
Linda Kay Breuklander
Joy Marie Brothers
Doris Jean Butler
Janet Marie Casmaer
Connie Lavern Davis
Kathryn Miller Eyerman
Roberta L. Fishman
Shirley Ann
Gonzalez-Rubio
Sue Fay King
Anna Jane Mann
William H. Margenau
Bertha McClure
Vicki Louise Meyer
Patricia Ann Mulligan
John G. Olack
Frances Ann Robertson
John Frederick Walters
Charles Ronald Williams
P. Diane Zaltsman

ACRC
pediatrics
facilities management
pathology
radiology
medicine
psychiatry
IBC
medicine
ACRC
radiology
neurological surgery
WUSBCS
neurological surgery
comparative medicine
pathology
admissions/record
pathology
radiology

20 Years of Service
Terry Warren Anderson
David Ralph Ashner
Larry L. Barrett
Patrice Suzanne Bittner
Katherine M. Bles
Jared Kent Bullock
Cheryl Lynn Clobes
Mary Feld
Janice Francis
Katherine E. Frederick
Elizabeth A. Grant
Susan Grass
Deborah C. Gunkel
Linda J. Hammond
Thelma Jean Harris
John Thomas Hood Jr.
Sherron Maria Houston

neurology
radiology
comparative medicine
neurology
radiology
comparative medicine
neurology
library
cell biology and
physiology
pathology
biostatistics
pediatrics
biology and biomedical
sciences
biochemistry and
molecular biophysics
ACRC
radiology
WUSBCS

Anna L. Johnson
Betty A. Kilbreath
Joyce Ann Linn
Lynne Lippmann
Barbara Jo Olack
Frances Ann Richter
Stephen Rodgers
Cindy Lee Sacks
Donna Marie Schlemmer
Jay Gregory Schober
Mary M. Schuetz
Toby Schuman
Judith Dodge Speck
Patricia Ann Switzer
Eufaula Thornton
Katherine S. Weirich
Carole L. Welle
Lynn K. Wesselmann
Ann Marie Zito

pathology
medicine
surgery
obstetrics and gynecology
surgery
surgery
facilities management
medicine
WUSBCS
psychiatry
anatomy and
neurobiology
neurology
ophthalmology and visual
sciences
orthopaedic surgery
medicine
anatomy and
neurobiology
orthopaedic surgery
medicine
medicine

15 Years of Service
Jean Maree Ade
Henry Lee Arnold
Michelle J. Ayers
Myrtle May Barrett
Joyce Bateman
Rebecca J. Blair
Wendell 0. Buchanan
Lynn Marie Bushnell
Sumitra Chakraverty
Michele Congardi-Bowman
Carolyn Cecilia Crowell
Joyce Darden-Jones
Josephine Dickson
Jack Robert Doll
Christine J. Fini
Lynne Renee Foster
Linda E. Gallo
Dixie Gean Garrett
Angel Gonzalez-Vera
Marilyn J. Green
CharleneJ. Harper
Barbara J. Hill
Joseph L. Holland
Constance Sue Huycke
Stanley Isadore
Evelyn M. Kanter
M. Kathleen Kleinschrodt
Patricia Ann Lampe
Joanne Marie Lauber
Keith Ray Lechner
Denise Marie Lovejoy
David R. Marshall
Debra Currin McGhaw
Linda S. Mercer
John Daniel Monsey
Carol Ann Murray
Linda Sue Murry
Nancy Beth Myers
Xay Van Nguyen
Patricia Emily Pounds
Cynthia Louise Price
Eric Eugene Roberts
John Henry Rucker
Georgia Louise Schefft
Susan Andra Starbuck
Patricia M. Wanko
Randolph R. Weber

medicine
surgery
radiology
psychiatry
medicine
ACRC
comparative medicine
neurology
psychiatry
surgery
surgery
medicine
medicine
facilities management
WUSBCS
medicine
medicine
management services
comparative medicine
WUSBCS
neurology
medicine
medicine
radiology
Olin Residence Hall
medicine
neurology
molecular biology and
pharmacology
neurology
radiology
management services
medicine
WUSBCS
library
biochemistry and
molecular biophysics
library
Program in Physical
Therapy
genetics
anatomy and
neurobiology
surgery
pediatrics
comparative medicine
comparative medicine
pediatrics
pediatrics
anesthesiology
facilities management

Janet Loraine Willand
Elaine Marie Zuzack

obstetrics and gynecology
medicine

10 Years of Service
Mary Marqaret Akin
Mary Ann Allen
Mary K. Amann
Sharon Lee Armon
Sherri Ann Austin
Bridget Ann Barry
Michael A. Biondo
Sandra Gail Bishop
Diana A. Bose
Janis Elaine Branneky
Judith Harlow Burgan
Julie Marie Burke
Louise Dunn Burred
Barbara A. Carmack
Marvin Carter
Patricia Ann Crader
Lucy Elena Cruse
Mary K. Cullen
Barbara Lee Damon
Linda Mary Davidson
Teri Renee Davidson
Kathy M. Davis
Diane Sue Disbrow
David Lawrence
Donermeyer
Cynthia Ann Dortch Fantin
Tia Ogilvie Drake
Joann Dunn
Diane M. Ekstrand
Jacquelyn T. Engle
Michael J. Engle
Marsha Elaine Evans
Vivian R. Evans
Gary Lee Fears
Mary Beth Finn
Stella D. Fiore
Beverly Kay Floyd
Glenn Jay Foster
Sandra Jean French
Margaret Mary Frisella
Carol E. Fuller
Kevin W. Fuller
Mary Virginia Gaines
Susan Maureen Garland
Wilma E. Gazaway
Kimberly Jo Gerik
Diane M. Giamarino
Michael Allen Gillespie
Catherine Anne Grady
Rebecca A. Hansen
Robin D. Hanson
Mary Elizabeth Heeley
Ronald L. Henley
John Mark Herndon
Deborah Gail Hollis
Louberda Holmes
Matthew S. Holt
Karen Marie Hoops
Jody Knight Horn
Deborah Laine Howard
Claudine H. Ilko
Troy Ingram
Annette Irving
Arnold Dean Jones

pediatrics
otolaryngology
surgery
pediatrics
surgery
medicine
medicine
WUSBCS
medicine
anatomy and
neurobiology
pathology
WUSBCS
medicine
medicine
library
medicine
otolaryngology
cell biology and
physiology
neurological surgery
radiology
radiology
medicine
WUSBCS
pathology
medicine
obstetrics and gynecology
WUSBCS
otolaryngology
molecular microbiology
medicine
WUSBCS
otolaryngology
otolaryngology
biochemistry and
molecular biophysics
surgery
neurology
radiology
neurology
surgery
pathology
WUSBCS
radiology
neurological surgery
neurological surgery
biochemistry and
molecular biophysics
WUSBCS
neurology
radiology
Computer Graphics
Center
pediatrics
pediatrics
WUSBCS
ophthalmology and visual
sciences
otolaryngology
facilities management
medicine .
surgery
surgery
pediatrics
surgery
comparative medicine
medicine
ophthalmology and visual
sciences

Lisa G. Kalawaia
Deborah Ann Kane
Elizabeth B. Karner
Pamela Jean Kessinger
Janet Voorhees Killian
Bradley K. King
Dorothy Anne Kinscherf
Barry Lathorne Knox
Carol J. Kohl
Lisa Ann Lammert
Stephen Lynwood Lamp
Karen Sue Lampe
Lora M. Lanczkowski
Cecelia B. Latham
Tammy Niknejadi Latifi
Rene Kay Leadicker
Marcia Alison Leveque
Xi Yang Li
Pao-Chu Cheng Ling
Edward J. Linn
Patricia Lock-Buckley
Barbara Parisi Loechl
Kathryn Luker
Patricia F. Maerli
David R. Maffitt
Derell Monda Magee
Marietta E. Magnus
Theodore Margraff Jr.
Helen Neuman Marshall
Rhonda Lynn Matt
Marcia June McCabe
Maria Mae Means
Linda Michelson
Janet Alfreda Moore
Carol Lynn Pariani
Rosemarie Ann Park
Dennis Michael Pates
Joseph Victor Quennoz
Navid A. Rafati
James A. Randolph
Robert Rhodes
Stanley Eugene Ridgeway
Louis Daniel Robinson
Denise Aileen Rodgers
Marsalene Marie Ruff
Cynthia Lynn Ruth
Joann Mildred Sanden
Joseph Anthony Sansoni
Patricia M. Scanned
Thomas Joseph Schurwan
Terry Lynn Sharp
Denise Joyce Shoemaker
Angela Curtis Skrabacz
Barbara Jean Slavik
Laurie Smith
Samuel Ray Smith
Sonjia Louise Stinger
Katherine A. Swan
Natee Tanchanpongs
Randie Diann Valdez
Beth Loraine Viviano
Craig Lee Warnhoff
Janis Lea Watkins
Cris Marie Welling
Deborah K. White
Sidney Jacob Wilck
Dee Ann Wise
Barbara Anne Yesnosky
Anne Younger
Jie Yuan

cell biology and physiology
biology and biomedical
sciences
pediatrics
medicine
medicine
WUSBCS
psychiatry
pediatrics
medicine
surgery
pediatrics
anesthesiology
neurology
pathology
medicine
pediatrics
surgery
pathology
neurology
orthopaedic surgery
surgery
surgery
radiology
Center for Clinical Studies

IBC
medicine
medicine
facilities management
surgery
pediatrics
psychiatry
ophthalmology and visual
sciences
medicine
WUSBCS
WUSBCS
library
medicine
radiology
medicine
facilities management
library
facilities management
facilities management
pediatrics
WUSBCS
WUSBCS
obstetrics and gynecology
molecular biology and
pharmacology
human studies
facilities management
radiology
WUSBCS
surgery
neurology
medicine
pathology
radiology
otolaryngology
library
medicine
pediatrics
facilities management
cell biology and physiology
medicine
pediatrics
WUSBCS
pediatrics
finance office
WUSBCS
radiology

nel

portunities &E^
Hilltop
Campus
Information regarding these and
other positions may be obtained
in the Office of Human Resources,
Room 130, at West Campus. Job
openings may be accessed via the
World Wide Web at cf6000.wustl.
edu/hr/home. If you are seeking
employment opportunities and are
not currently a member of the
Washington University staff, you
may call our information hotline at
935-9836. Staff members may
call 935-5906.
Plant Cell Culture Technician
980142 (part time). Biology.
Requirements: some college and
laboratory experience required,
preferably in a practical science;
well organized and responsible;
able to earn the skills of maintaining plant cell lines, with the possibility of learning other skills with
plant cells. Responsibilities include transferring plant cell cultures.
Staff Editorial Assistant (temporary) 980143. Chemistry.
Requirements: some college,
bachelor's preferred. Responsibilities include serving as editorial

assistant for a journal, logging
in and out manuscripts, sending to reviewers, sending accepted articles to publisher,
communicating with reviewers
about deadlines; serving as
secretary for the MS research
resource (logging in samples,
answering the phone, communicating with users, helping
with visitors, annual reports);
serving as a private secretary
for Professor Gross, filing correspondence, assisting with
travel arrangements and other
duties as assigned.
Payroll Services Representative 980149. Accounting
Services. Requirements: high
school diploma and two years
experience in bookkeeping,
payroll, accounting or business;
college course in business accounting preferred; working
knowledge of routine office
equipment including PC, calculator and typewriter; word processing, spreadsheet and database skills preferred; strong
communication, organizational,
verbal and numerical skills;
good discretionary judgment;
service orientation; ability to
participate as a team member
on various types of projects to
achieve office goals.

Medical
Campus
The following is a partial list of
positions available at the School
of Medicine. Employees interested should contact the medical
school's Department of Human
Resources at 362-7196 to
request applications. External
candidates may call 362-7195 for
information regarding applicant
procedures or may submit
resumes to the Office of Human
Resources, 4480 Clayton Ave.,
Campus Box 8002, St. Louis, MO
63110. Job openings also may
be accessed via the World Wide
Web at http-J/medicine. wustl.edu/
wumshr.
Research Patient Assistant
980535. Requirements:
bachelor's degree, one year experience interviewing and tracking
research subjects; strong organizational and interviewing skills.
Responsibilities include assisting
with large research project —
data entry, phone interviews, obtaining medical release for patient follow-up information,
tracking individuals who do not
respond to questionnaires and
scheduling follow-up tests.

Kathleen Brickey to chair search
committee for law school dean
Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton has
appointed an advisory committee
to assist him in the search for the
next dean of the School of Law.
Dean Dorsey D. Ellis Jr., ID.,
announced last month that he would
conclude his tenure as dean, effective
June 30, 1998. Following a sabbatical,
Ellis plans to serve the school as a
professor of law.
The Advisory Committee on the
Appointment of the Dean of the School
of Law is charged with identifying three
to five individuals with the intellectual,
administrative, personal and leadership
qualities sought for the new dean, said
Wrighton, who hopes to complete the
appointment process by July 1, 1998.
"The next dean of the School of Law
will have the opportunity to build on the
extraordinary achievements of Dean Ellis
— an excellent community of faculty,
students and staff in the finest educational
facility," Wrighton said. "The committee
will assist in the search for a candidate
whose leadership will propel the school
into new levels of excellence, as it furthers

Danforth gift to expand key programs
During its 70 years of operation, the
foundation has assisted persons throughout the United States in furthering their
education and extending their abilities to
contribute to society. In May 1997,
foundation trustees decided to concentrate resources exclusively in the St.
Louis metropolitan area and broadened
the focus to include other important civic
and community issues, in addition to
education. It is the goal of the foundation
to use its resources for the long-lasting
benefit of the region and to work in
partnership to leverage other resources.
Through the year 2002, the foundation
will honor all of its long-term commitments (S39 million) made to its national
and local grantees in the area of
precollegiate education.
According to Wrighton, the gift will
have a "transforming effect" on the
University and its ability to serve society.
He said the gift will impact the University in several important ways:
1. Supporting biology and biomedical
sciences including plant sciences, biomedical engineering, and chemistry. This
support will help ensure that St. Louis
will remain a leader in improving health
care, as well as enhancing the region's
scientific base and providing opportunities for the development of new businesses.
2. Advancing the social sciences and
the George Warren Brown School of
Social Work in ways that promote the
ties between the University and other
institutions in the region to bring direct
benefit to the community.
3. Enhancing the experience of the
University's students both inside and
outside the classroom, thereby helping to
ensure a steady flow of outstanding
young people to St. Louis.
Wrighton pointed out that the endowment gift will be used to advance these
areas of importance to the University and
to the region. "We have identified initiatives that both build on our strengths and
bring to Washington University and to St.
Louis important new programs," he said.
"Collectively, I believe, they hold the
promise to become programs whose
accomplishments and discoveries can
bring great benefit to St. Louis, to the
bi-state region and society."
William H. Danforth, chairman of the
University Board of Trustees and past
chancellor, said, "It is our belief that
Washington University best serves St.
Louis by being a world-class university;
by attracting outstanding students and
faculty to St. Louis; and by deepening

understanding of the problems, solutions and opportunities of society, particularly those in our community. We
believe our research leadership in the
biological sciences and medicine will
expand into new disciplines that can be
an important economic engine for the
region."
During a three-year strategic planning
process initiated in the early 1990s, the
University and its schools identified
priorities for the next decade and recommended specific plans to achieve those
objectives. The plans were developed by
the deans and the faculty of each school
with the advice and assistance of their
National Councils to help the University
better carry out its mission of teaching,
research and service to society.

The Danforth Foundation
In its 1996-97 fiscal year, the Danforth
Foundation paid out $11.7 million to
support five foundation programs and
179 grants at the national level and in
metropolitan St. Louis. Of that amount,
the foundation awarded $2.8 million to
education projects in metropolitan St.
Louis. An additional $1.15 million
supported other community-based
projects in the region.
Since 1991, foundation grants have
supported a variety of national and
metropolitan St. Louis projects in three
specific areas: a good beginning for
every child; school, family and community partnerships; and leadership for
schools. In 1996-97, support included
technical assistance, program development and employee matching gifts.
Danforth Foundation President Bruce
I Anderson said: "This foundation gift
is intended to heip continue the tradition
of excellence long demonstrated by
Washington University, in keeping with
the foundation's recent change of focus
and renewed commitment to the St.
Louis region. We at the foundation look
forward to Washington University's
continued contribution to St. Louis
through its important research, teaching
and service activities for years to come."

The University and the community
Washington University brings to
St. Louis each year more than 2,000
bright and able people of all ages who
add greatly to the energy and intellectual and scientific strength of the region,
Wrighton noted. More than 31,000
alumni live and work in the St. Louis
area, many of whom have become
leaders in business, education, the
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professions and the arts. For example,
nearly 40 percent of St. Louis' 5,900
physicians were educated at the Washington University Medical Center.
The University attracts some of the
world's most talented individuals to
serve on its faculty, and they enrich the
intellectual, professional and cultural
life of the community. All 21 of the
Nobel laureates who have ties to St.
Louis have been associated with the
University, and the same is true for all
but one of the nine St. Louisans who
have won Pulitzer Prizes for literature.
The University is a regional center
for teaching and research. In addition to
the 10,000 full-time students from
around the world, the faculty provides
continuing education to almost 5,000
St. Louisans each year. That same
faculty attracts more than $250 million
in federally funded research to the area,
and the School of Medicine ranks third
among the 125 medical schools in the
United States in funding received from
the National Institutes of Health.
The University and its partner hospitals provide the region with the best in
medical care, and in a recent year, the
School of Medicine contributed more
than $32 million in free and
unreimbursed medical care. The other
institutions in the Washington University Medical Center contributed an
additional $83 million.
The University also has been a major
force in stabilizing the neighboring
Skinker-DeBaliviere and University
City communities, and, with its Medical
Center partners, has helped revitalize
physical structures and neighborhoods
around the Medical Center to spur
economic and social renewal — most
recently in the Forest Park-Southeast
neighborhood. The University also
supports improvement of elementary
and secondary education through
numerous programs, ranging from the
Science Education Partnership to Total
Quality Schools.
The economic impact of the University on St. Louis and the bi-state region
is significant, with more than 9,000
individuals employed by the University
and an additional 10,000 persons by the
BJC hospitals in the Medical Center.
Total expenditures by the University
exceeded $830 million in fiscal year
1997. Many of these dollars come from
outside the region via tuition and federally sponsored support of research, but
most are spent locally.
— M. Fredric Volkmann

its goal of providing the highest quality
legal education and scholarship."
Wrighton has named Kathleen F.
Brickey, J.D., the James Carr Professor
of Criminal Jurisprudence, to chair the
committee. Other committee members
are the Hon. Jean C. Hamilton, chief
judge, U.S. District Court, Eastern
District of Missouri, and a member of
the law school's National Council; Vice
Chancellor Michael R. Cannon, J.D.,
general counsel and adjunct professor of
law; Philip Berwick, J.D., associate dean
for information resources at the law
school; Daniel L. Keating, Ph.D., associate dean at the law school; Lee
Epstein, Ph.D., chair of the Department
of Political Science in Arts and Sciences; John N. Drobak, J.D., law professor and Faculty Senate Council chair;
Kimberly Jade Norwood, J.D., Karen
Tokarz, ID., LL.M., and Peter
Wiedenbeck, ID., law professors;
Pauline Kim, ID., associate law professor; and third-year law student Reuben
O. Charles II, president of the Student
Bar Association.

Griffin legacy- fwmPagei
also established the W.L. Hadley Griffin
Endowed Scholarship Fund in the school.
"Throughout his adult life, Hadley
Griffin was a good friend and adviser to
the School of Law," said Dorsey D. Ellis
Jr., ID., law school dean. "He cared
deeply about students and focused his
contributions accordingly. The endowed
scholarship he established and his major
gift to the Building for a New Century
campaign to fund the student commons
in Anheuser-Busch Hall are characteristic. We shall miss him greatly. His portrait in the W.L. Hadley Griffin Student
Commons will forever remind us of his
leadership and compassion."
Griffin was awarded the Distinguished Law Alumnus Award in 1982,
an honorary Doctor of Laws Degree in
1990 and the Eliot Society's Search
Award in 1992.
Retired chairman of the board of
Brown Group Inc., Griffin's career in the
footwear industry spanned half a century. He joined the Wohl Shoe Co. in
1947 and assumed ever-increasing company responsibilities after Wohl merged
with Brown in 1951. He was elected
president of Brown in 1968, became
chief executive officer in 1969 and
chairman of the board in 1972. He
retired in 1985, but continued to work
closely with the company.
Griffin was a well-known leader in
civic, cultural, educational and charitable endeavors. He served as an honorary member and former chairman of the
Smithsonian National Board of the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington,
D.C.; a life trustee and president of the
St. Louis Symphony Society; president
of Civic Progress; chairman and president of the United Way of St. Louis; and
a fellow of the American Academy of
Arts and Sciences.
Griffin was a veteran of both World
War II and the Korean conflict. He
received his undergraduate degree from
Williams College in Williamstown,
Mass. Griffin served terms on numerous
boards of St. Louis area businesses. He
also served as director and deputy chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank of St.
Louis from 1982 to 1983 and as its
chairman from 1983 to 1987.
Survivors include his wife, Phoebe
Griffin, of West County; three sons,
Dustin H. Griffin II of New Jersey, Peter
B. Griffin of St. Louis and L. Perry
Griffin of Carbondale, Colo.; a brother,
Dustin H. Griffin of St. Louis; and four
grandchildren.
A private funeral service was held.

